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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Iron is an important element in human body which exists in the structure of
hemoglobin, myoglobin, coenzymes such as catalase and peroxidase. Iron deficiency leads to
disorders in many aspects of human health including reduced physical and mental ability in
working, reduced antioxidant enzymes activity and creating oxidative stress in the body. Based
on estimations by World Health Organization, iron deficiency anemia is frequent among
adolescents. Use of medicinal herbs to cure diseases has been prevalent in human communities
since old times. Given the unwanted side effects of some chemical medicines, more focus on
potential effects of medicinal herbs on the functions of different parts of the body is justified.
Walnut with a particular place in human nutrition is important, thus in this study, the effect of
using walnut on iron absorption in boys (15-18) has been considered. Methodology: 15 people
were randomly chosen as experiment sample and first stage of blood taking from each person as
much as 5cc was performed. Then each person was given 75g of walnut per day for one month.
The second stage of blood taking was conducted too and results were analyzed by paired t test.
Findings: Statistical analysis indicated that taking walnut for one month increasedserum iron,
ferritin serum andserum saturated transferrin at a significant level (P<0.001) while hemoglobin
didn’t increase at a significant level (P<0.5).Also serum (TIBC) transferrin decreased at a
significant level (P< 0.001).Conclusion: Based on results obtained, using 75g walnut per day for
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one month can lead to more iron absorption and increased serum iron and iron carriers in the
body .
Keywords: Nuts Juglans, iron, ferritin, full transferrin, total iron binding capacity (TIBC)
INTRODUCTION
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hematopoietic, refining, treating lung disease

to obtain information on physical and health

and relieving gripes as well as preventing the

condition, lack of anemia especially iron

formation of kidney stones and gall bladder

deficiency and other diseases affecting iron

stones. Recent research has shown that due to

level in the body to ensure the health of

high amount of omega3 fatty acids, walnut

individuals under experiment. Then with the
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of
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hygienic considerations, blood taking was

cancer [13]. In reports by Kukongviriayapan
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et al. (2008) it has also been mentioned that
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presence of some antioxidants with high

per person was 75g/day for one month [19-

concentrations can help control red blood

20-21]. After one month, second phase of

cells hemolysis through hydrogen peroxidase

blood taking was conducted. Factors for tests

[14]. Walnut is the best source of minerals

were all iron indices including iron, ferritin,

including cupper, manganese, zinc and
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vitamins B and E. walnut contains 1.1% of
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consuming walnut on iron absorption in 15-

serum iron x TIBC ÷ 100[18]. Then all data

18 year old boys. Since iron deficiency

were calculated and analyzed using paired t

treatment by iron pills and its compounds

method.

causes stomach and intestine disorders [18],

FINDINGS

in this study it was decided to consider the

Table 1 shows data from test blood samples

effect of using walnut on iron absorption as a

before and after test, mean, SEM and

way to naturally increase iron level needed in

significance level of serum iron, serum

the body.

ferritin, serum saturated transferrin, serum

MATERIALS AND METHODS

TIBC transferrin andblood hemoglobin. As

This

study

was

conducted

based

on

the following table shows, mean serum iron

fundamental research method. 15 individuals

following walnut consumption for one month

out of 150

were randomly chosen then

has remarkably increased (p<0.001). Also

questionnaires were distributed among them

using walnut for one month has remarkably
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increased mean serum ferritin (p<0.001).

showed that one month consumption of

Moreover, results indicated that consuming

walnut remarkably increased mean serum

walnut increases mean bloodhemoglobin but

saturated transferrin (p<0.001). But serum

difference was not significant. Results also

TIBC

transferrin

decreased

(p<0.001).

Table1. Mean±SEM before and after test and variables significance levels
variables

(MEAN±SEM)before test

(MEAN±SEM)after test

Iron
Ferritin
Hemoglobin
Transferrin(TIBC)
Saturatedtransferrin

6/654±88/3
3/582 ±29/86
0/2160±16/073
10/707±322/8
2/593±28/18

6/670±102/3
37± 4/156
0/2337±16/14
4/146±283/4
2/764±36/49

unit

Significance
level
P<0.001
P<0.001
P<0.5
P<0.001
P<0.001

averge level (MEAN+SEM) serum iron μg/dl

average comparison (MEAN±SEM)
120

***

100
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40
20
0
pre walnut consumption

post walnut consumption

averge level (MEAN+SEM) serum ferritin μg/l

Figure 1: Iron Mean comparison pre and post walnut consumption. Results indicated a significant increase in serum iron
level (p<0.001)
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45
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0

***
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post walnut consumption

Figure 2: Ferritin Mean comparison pre and post walnut consumption. Results indicate a significant increase in serum
ferritin level (p<0.001).
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Figure 3: Hemoglobin Mean comparison pre and post walnut consumption. Results indicated that increase in blood hemoglobin level
following walnut consumption was not significant.

averge level(MEAN+SEM)serum saturated transferrin

/
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Figure 4: Saturated transferrin Mean comparison pre and post walnut consumption. Results indicate a significant increase in serum
saturated transferrin level (p<0.001).

averge level (MEAN+SEM) serum TIBC

/
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Figure 5: Transferrin Mean comparison pre and post walnut consumption. Results indicate a significant decrease in
serum TIBC level (p<0.001)
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

without being associated with serum iron

In the results of this study, serum iron level

reserve[30]. Therefore, given vitamin C in

significantly increased (p<0.001). Based on

walnut, increased ferritin is justified[18].

Iranian

is

Also given the role of copper in iron

described as hot, dry and hematopoietic in

absorption and presence of copper in walnut

nature [13-22]. Walnut is the best source of

[15], it can be said that consuming walnut

copper [15].which after iron and zinc is the

can lead to increased serum ferritin.

most important micronutrient in human diet

Results of this study indicate decreasedserum

[23]. There is a positive correlation between

TIBC at a significant level (p< 0.001) and

copper

[24-25].

increased serum iron at a significant level

Ceruloplasmin is the essential relation factor

(p<0.001) too. Given that walnut contains

between copper and iron metabolism in

vitamin C[16], and helps iron absorption in

human. It is the most important protein with

intestines [18]as this vitamin converts Fe2 to

copper and it is a ferroxidase needed for

Fe3, when serum iron increases, serum TIBC

releasing and transferring iron from tissues

will decrease[31]. In a study conducted on

[23]. Thus, since walnut contains copper

Indian people withserum iron deficiency

[15], it helps absorb iron in human body.

treated by vitamin C, there was a significant

Vitamin C is also another constituent of

increase in blood hemoglobin, serum iron

walnut [16]. It helps increase iron absorption

and serum saturated transferrin while a

in intestines [18-26] and its deficiency can

significant

lead to iron deficiency [27]. In this study,

level[32].In the present study, hemoglobin

simultaneous prescription of iron and vitamin

level has increased but difference was not

C

significant.

traditional

and

significantly

medicine,

Ceruloplasmin

reduced

walnut

anemia

[28].

decrease

inserum

TIBC

Concurrent consumption of vitamin C and

Consuming walnut for one month led to a

iron will be effective only when there is

significant increase in mean serum saturated

100mg vitamin C for every 15 mg of

transferrin (p<0.001). While walnut effect on

elemental iron in consuming materials so that

serum transferrin level was reversed. As

iron absorption increases by 30% [29].

mentioned before, in the study on Indian

Serum ferritin level in this study too had a

people there was a significant increase in

significant increase (p<0.001). When vitamin

saturated

C is insufficient[16], serum ferritin decreases

consumption[32]. And in Mejia study (1998),

transferrin

with

vitamin

C
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a group who received vitamin A with iron

tool for the evaluation of anemia. South Med.

showed a better respond to increasing serum

101(8): 853-4

iron and transferrin saturation percentage

4- Mcpherson RA, Pincus MR. Henry

compared to other groups which is consistent

clinical diagnosis

with the results of the present study[35].

laboratory meth. 21st ed. Philadelphia:

Given the presence of the above mentioned

saunderselsevier. 2007; 504-44.ods

vitamins in walnut, this increase is justified.

5- Bonuck KA, Kahn R. Prolonged bottle use

Thus

medicinal

and its association with iron deficiency

properties of walnut, further research is

anemia and over weight: A preliminary

needed into food models so that it is used as

study. Clin Pediatr (Phila) 2002; 41(8):603-7.

an

6- Algarin C. Periano P, Garrido M, Pizarro

given

effective

the

herbal

numerous

medicine

in

iron

and

management by

absorption and treating iron deficiency.

F, Lozoff B. Iron deficiency anemia in

Conclusion: According to results of the

infancy : long lasting effects an auditory and

research, consuming walnut for one month

visual system functioning. Pediatr Res 2003;

for 75g per day can help absorb more iron

53(2):217-23.

and increase serum iron and iron carriers in

7- Clark SF. 2009. Iron deficiency anemia:

the body and prevent iron deficiency in

diagnosis and management. CurrOpinGast,

people as a result.

roenterol. 25(2): 122- 8
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